How to get here

The Conference venue, called FIT (Future Information Technique), is located at Tsinghua East Gate.

1. From Airport to ASWC’06 Conference Location (Tsinghua East Gate)

The airport is located 28km (18 miles) northeast of Beijing. The Ground Transportation System at the Airport is an extensive network of taxicab and shuttle-bus working to get you where you want to go in a safe, courteous and efficient manner.

By Bus (From Airport to Tsinghua University or Jade Palace Hotel)

There is a regular bus shuttle service from the Airport to Beijing city-center. Please take the No. 5 bus to Zhongguancun Bridge, and then take a taxi with about 10 RMB to Tsinghua East Gate or with the same money to Jade Palace Hotel (the total distance is about 30km). For detailed information, please see:


By Taxi (From Airport to Tsinghua University or Jade Palace Hotel)
You can travel to Tsinghua University with 110RMB (about $14 USD, or €11 euro) and with the same money to Jade Palace Hotel. (About 30km) (This does not include 10 RMB toll fee for the airport speedway).

2. From Railway Stations to ASWC’06 Conference Location (Tsinghua East Gate)

There are two main railway stations in Beijing: Beijing Railway Station and Beijing West Railway Station.

From Beijing (West) Railway Station to Conference Location

The distance from Beijing Railway Station to Conference Location is about 20 kilometers. There are subways to Tsinghua East Gate. Please first take metro line No. 2 to Xizhimen station, exchange to metro line No. 13 to Wudaokou Station, then 10 minutes on foot to Tsinghua East Gate.

The distance from Beijing Railway Station to Conference Location is about 15 kilometers. From there are some buses to Tsinghua West Gate. Please take the buses No. “特6” (Te 6), or No. 320 to Tsinghua West Gate. Then from Tsinghua West Gate, please take the campus bus to the Conference Location.

You can also travel to Tsinghua East Gate by taxi from Beijing Railway Station (60RMB or $7.5 USD), Beijing West Railway Station (40RMB or $5 USD).

From Beijing (West) Railway Station to Jade Palace Hotel

From Beijing railway station, there are subways to Jade Palace Hotel. Please first take metro line No. 2 to Xizhimen station, exchange to metro line No. 13 to Zhichunlu Station, then 10 minutes on foot to Jade Palace Hotel (to the west of the station). (About 17km).

From Beijing West railway station, you can travel to Jade Palace Hotel by No. 319 bus (original 320 zhi) (13.85km), or No. 827 bus (12.44 km).

You can also travel to Jade Palace Hotel by taxi from Beijing Railway Station Gate (50RMB or $6.5 USD), Beijing West Railway Station (40 RMB or $5 USD).

From Beijing (West) Railway Station to JiaSuo Hotel

For attendants who select JiaSuo Hotel, please first travel to Tsinghua East Gate (also Conference Location) or Tsinghua West Gate as introduced above, then by campus bus or on foot to JiaSuo Hotel.

3. From Hotels to ASWC’06 Conference Location (Tsinghua East Gate)
From Jade Palace Hotel to Conference Location

Jade Palace Hotel is not far from Tsinghua University. By taxi, it would take you about 10 or $1.5 USD to Tsinghua East Gate.

From JiaSuo Hotel to Conference Location

There are two means to get to ASWC’s Conference Location from JiaSuo Hotel. One is by the campus bus (2RMB or $0.25 USD). The other is on foot, which would take about 15 minutes.